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To develop professionals in core and allied engineering sectors .PEO1
PEO2 To promote innovation in design and research .

PEO3 To develop self-employed professionals with strong communication , team work
and leadership skills .

PEO4 To inculcate human and ethical values for the betterment of the profession and
the society .

PSO1
Apply the concept of basic and electrical

engineering fundamentals in solving

Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Problems .

PSO2
Develop and enhance innovative skills to

provide engineering solutions in the areas

pertaining to Electrical & Electronics

Engineering .

PSO3
Analyze and design Electrical & Electronics

Engineering systems .

Strive to be a Centre of Excellence in Electrical engineering and producing graduate

engineers instilled with human values and professional ethics , who will serve as a valuable

resource to the nation .

i .  To impart strong technical foundation through high-quality teaching and practical skills .

ii .  To groom the graduating engineers for Industry , Research and Higher Education .

iii . To inculcate ethical and moral values by providing a congenial environment .

| anunaad.ex.uitrgpv@gmail.com

Any suggestions for modifying above
statements are solicited.

www.uitrgpv.ac.in

https://www.uitrgpv.ac.in/index.aspx
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In loving memory of

Assistant Professor
Department of Electrical Engineering

UIT-RGPV

Words cannot fathom how great a loss this is for us all. A dedicated, firm and hard-working Assistant
Professor, Ajit sir was part of the college since the past 3 years. Unfortunately, he succumbed to
COVID-19 on the 20   of April, 2021, despite having received the required treatment. His untimely
demise has sent shock waves through the college. It is truly an unforgettable loss for the students,
faculty members, and other members of the department.

More than anything, Ajit sir cherished the connection he had with UIT-RGPV, his own alma mater.
Having completed his B.E. from UIT-RGPV, he always worked towards the betterment of standards of
education. He completed his Master's degree from SGSITS, Indore. He had a growing interest in
research and innovation in the field of Electrical Engineering and motivated many students to
indulge in learning the practical aspects of the subject. Post M.Tech, along with a corporate job, he
took up teaching as a hobby. He taught underprivileged children for a long time, which is when he
developed an interest in teaching. Even during a time when face-to-face education was disrupted by
the pandemic, he launched free-of-cost online GATE preparatory classes. Ajit sir believed in the
importance of extracurricular activities and how significant it was to develop soft skills and
constantly worked towards motivating students for the same.

Almost everyone in the department has very fond memories of him and his demise felt like a personal
loss to many. Ajit sir was more than just a teacher, he was a guide, a bridge between students and
administration, and most importantly a friend to many students. We, as members of Anunaad
Magazine, deem it a great honour and privilege to have been associated with a personality like him.
We cherish the time we spent with him discussing every detail of the magazines. His legacy will stand
as an example for all of us to persist in our pursuit of progress. It pains me to remember the last time I
met him. Working incessantly in the calm library, 'I'm really happy with my space, in solace with my
books.' he said.

Ajit sir's demise was followed by that of his beloved Dad on the 22   of April, 2021. The grief is truly
indescribable. Ajit sir was young, strong and optimistic, and fought the battle against coronavirus till
the very end. As Yann Martel wrote in Life of Pi, 'I suppose in the end, the whole of life becomes an act
of letting go.' Ajit sir will always remain in our hearts and memories.

th

nd

Diya Shrivastava
Ira Dwivedi

On behalf of Team Anunaad

Gone too soon.
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One never imagined that a condolence message for the youngest faculty member of the
department would have to be written. Words are inadequate to express the sorrow and loss of the
department due to sad and untimely demise of Dear Ajit. Eagerness of Ajit to work for the
betterment of students; his Commitment and Sincerity towards profession and department were
unmatched. He was a bridge between me and the students and was my right hand in the
department.

Dear Ajit you may not be with us anymore, but your contribution in the department will never be
forgotten; you will remain in our hearts forever...

“Always, there is a need of good human being everywhere”, loss of Ajit is an example of this, he
left us to fulfill the need at some other place.

I had a very short association with Ajit, and what I found that Ajit not only used to accept the
responsibilities but also used to complete the assigned work with sincerity, dedication, and well
in time, apart from this he was always eager to learn new things. So I would say it was not only a
loss of a person but it was a great loss of talent. He will always be remembered by us due to his
multitalented personality and for being a gentle man.

I have known Ajit first as my student, then a colleague, and finally a very good friend of mine. He
was a solution provider and we have shared wonderful moments discussing our future plans for
our department and even he used to guide me to watch some webseries to learn practical lessons
of life. I have lost a good companion.

Ajit Sir was a wonderful person. He was very ambitious and logical. He always brought out the
best by being positive.

In loving memory of
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 I remember doing it with him, the first edition
of this very magazine "Anunaad", he said " HoD
sir ko naam bahut pasand aaya" and I was
happy about it. He was a sure-shot solution to
all our college issues. " Sir konsi book me best
or precise likha hai" , " Sir assignment kab
dena", "Sir aaj padhne ka man nahi hai", he was
more of a senior than a teacher. He had great
plans for the branch and college, always
motivated me. I remember once he told me "
aap logo me potential hai, mai chahta hoon ki
aap log use utilize karo". I just want to tell you
sir, "I'll try my best".
You will always be missed.

To the passionate teacher, a hard-working
soul, an enthusiast man full of life, and a man
who is always there to help you when in need! I
never got a chance to meet him nor have any
conversation with him in person but feels like
a personal loss to me & I'm still in disbelief that
he is no more with us. In life, you meet very few
people who came into your life for such a short
duration of time and make such a huge impact
on you and leave a mark behind. He always
wanted to develop competence among his
students be it in academia, research work, or
extracurricular activities. I know he may not
present with us physically but going to live
forever through his incredible legacies. Just
wanted to say that Life is just so not fair & we
all miss him till the memory fades and life
departs!

With a wrenched heart, I still can’t believe Sir
is not with us, he was always very friendly and
supportive of his students. He was our super
senior, inspired us with his college time stories
which we all could relate with. I am extremely
sorry for the loss of dear departed and send
healing prayers to the strong family and
friends in these tough times.

जब हम� यह खबर �मली तो यह सुन के हम सभी को ब�त
�ख �आ सर हम सभी छा� छा�ा� के ब�त कर�बी थे।
हमेशा मदद के �लए आगे रहते थे �कसी भी �कार क�
सम�या लेकर अगर हम उनके पास जाते थे तो उनके पास
हमेशा उस सम�या का समाधान रहता था। सर हमेशा हम�
आगे बढ़ने के �लए �ो�सा�हत �कया करते थे। सर के बारे म�
�जतना भी क�ं कम है। सर क� आ�मा को शां�त �मले।

In loving memory of
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My heart goes out to know he is no more now.
He was a brilliant teacher. When I was running
out in EDC-II paper on half a way, he motivated
me to complete it. It was his blessings in form
of motivation which he gave me at that time
and I was able to clear this subject. He was like
a messenger of God to me. I am very thankful
to him. May his soul rest in peace. Om Shanti.

This pandemic has affected us mentally and
emotionally, we lost our near and dear ones. It
has separated us from our exuberant faculty
Mr. Ajit Ojha. He was a great mentor with a
great soul. He was a very supportive faculty
and was always available to solve any type of
problems at any time. He had always
encouraged us to face new challenges and keep
learning. It is very hard to accept that he is not
with us now. It is our prime responsibility to
keep him alive in our hearts by applying all
those principles of life that he had taught us!



Ajit sir was one of my best teachers. He was not
only a good teacher but also like my good
friend. He tried to solve not only my academic
problem but also the personal problems as
well. I felt very shocked when I heard about
him. I am still not convinced that he is not
among us. I'll miss him and his presence. May
his soul Rest In Peace.

अजीत सर मेरे गु� कम �म� �यादा थे । मुझे जो भी
तकलीफ़ आती थी मे सर को बताता था, वह मेर� हर तरह
क� सम�या का �नवारण करते थे । आज तक ऐसा कभी
नह� �आ क� उनको मेर� सम�या का समाधान नही �मला
हो। 

म� और मेरे दो�तो ने अजीत सर के साथ एनालॉग लैब म�
ब�त �यादा समय �बताया था। उनक� वजह से मुझे
एनालॉग इले��ॉ�न�स भी अ�छा लगने लगा था ।
 
अजीत सर जो �वषय पढ़ाते थे उसको जान लगाके पढ़ाते थे
क�ा म� बैठे हर छा� को समझ आ जाता था । अजीत सर
एक एसे �श�क थे जो छा� के भ�व�य के �लए अपनी
नौकर� को भी दाव पे लगा देते थे। कोरोना के बाद जब
क�ाएं ऑनलाइन होने लगी थी तब छा�� को पेन कॉपी म�
�लख �लख के पढ़ाने वाला तर�का पसंद नही आया था तब
भी छा�� को पढ़ाने के �लए उ�ह�ने खुद अपनी तनखा से
�ड�जटल पैड �लया और उस से छा�� को पढ़ाया । 

एक बात और जो शायद ही �कसी को पता हो क�
आनलाइन �लास म� एक लड़के के पास इले��ॉ�नक गैजेट
नही था और वह उसको खर�दने म� स�म भी नही था तब
अजीत सर ने उसको एक नया टैबलेट भेजा था । यह बात
अजीत सर के अलावा �सफ�  मुझे और उस छा� को पता है।
म� भगवान से कामना करता �ं क� भगवान अजीत सर क�
आ�मा को शां�त दे। लव यू अजीत सर।

In loving memory of

He was always very kind and generous with us.
Even, he never forced us for the assignments.
We will miss him. May his soul rest in peace.
Amen.
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Ajit sir was one of the coolest and friendliest
teachers. As a person, he was very genuine and
supportive. Being passed from the same
college, he shared many experiences with us
and related well with the students. May his
soul rest in peace, gone from our sight, but
never from our hearts.

Loss that cannot be compensated. The saddest
news received was the demise of our very own
Mr. Ajeet Ojha sir. At first, I was unable to
believe the fact that he was no more since it
was 5 days before he mentioned that he has a
cold. But who knew this cold is gonna turn into
a life-taking disease. Ajeet sir was always filled
with passion to learn and try out new things.
His optimistic nature made him different from
others. He always believed that we all have
hidden potentials that need to be polished and
practiced upon. He was full of life with all the
compassion in his heart to serve best to the
students.  I   have   never   met   him   in   person
due to this pandemic but I was always eager to
meet him as I always found him very
supportive and motivating. He was ever ready
to help each and every student and daily
suggest to us many new technologies which
should be worked upon. No other teacher can
replace him and it is a big loss to all of us. He
surely has a remarkable impact on each and
every person's heart who met him. May his
family have all the strength to bear the loss
and may his soul rest in peace.
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SCIENTIFIC OFFICER , BARC AT
DEPARTMENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY
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Q1. Tell us something about BARC,
how exactly did you find out about
the exam, since BARC is a research
center what drove you towards this
career trajectory?

BARC is one of the leading research

organizations in India established in the

year 1954 , it is the mother of the R&D

institutions such as IGCAR , RRCAT ,

VECC , etc . , which carry out pioneering

research on nuclear and accelerator

technologies and industrial

establishments such as NPCIL , NFC , ECIL ,

etc . , spearheading nuclear power

production , materials technology ,

electronics & instrumentation . Maybe

you can watch the ’Parmanu ’ movie .

I found about the BARC exam through

internet  only ,  since  childhood  two

Q3. What are the eligibility criteria?
the average cutoff?

The criteria for most of the exams are

similar to GATE , only 6 .5 CGPA is

required . Don ’t worry if you have some

backlogs . Engineering as well as

science students can apply . Written is

of 300 marks , the cutoff is around 150-

180 for EE ,EC ,CS and it is around 200

for mechanical and civil . At my time it

was 160 , they also take around top 170

of   GATE   directly   and   ~  150   from

"काँट� पे चलके �मल�गे साये बहार के।"

things that amazed me the most ,

nuclear energy and space so I wanted

to join ISRO , BARC , I always thought

inventing things is more fun than

manufacturing their copies .

I prepared for GATE only- solved the

papers , coaching material and test

series of GATE . After GATE I solved

one-mark GATE questions quickly for

BARC .

I was slightly below average in college

grades 6 .91 , but I had done JEE

preparation so I was good at basic .  I

started preparation from 3rd year with

coaching , it took me one more year

after college to crack the exam , and

the preparation phase was very rough

and had to lose everything for studies .

I got 2605 , and 2445 rank in GATE I

was very broke by then ready to join

anything but all work paid off later in

BARC , I also got selected for M .TECH

IIT BOMBAY in Energy Studies so have

faith in your work . As they say ,

Q2. How did you prepare for BARC
EE? Tell us about your preparation.

CONT'D.INTERVIEWED BY PRATEEK SENAPATI | DRAFTED BY SWAROOPA NANDY
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written , all of these have to face interviews . It doesn ’t

matter what was your GATE rank or written marks ,

interview only matters . Many times TOP 10 rankers of

GATE don ’t get selected in BARC . Interview is of 1000

marks and cutoff is around 650 . There is NO

RESERVATION in BARC , no gender , no caste , no PWD so

cut off is one and only for each branch .

Okay , let me get this straight . Approximately 1 .2 lakh

people appear in Electrical , 300 candidates shortlisted

for interview and 25 get selected . But don ’t think much ,

handle one day at a time and you can make it . If your

today ’s task is done , you will get it for sure .

 You won ’t find previous BARC papers anywhere but

they are similar to GATE , but BARC paper has 100

questions 300 marks in 2 hour level is around 1 mark

GATE questions so you need to be quick and accurate ,

don ’t expect silly data based questions , negative

marking is there too , all 100 are technical no English or

aptitude , after GATE is done solve 1 mark                GATE

questions at a rate of 40-45 per hour . Revise daily and

give tests daily .

So far it was the best moment of my life , even better

than the day my result came . I was the last candidate

that day . Interview went for 1 and a half hours but felt

like 5 minutes , overall my interview went really well but

I was thinking maybe GATE under 100 rankers would

have done better but I got 805 marks and AIR – 02 .

There were 6 senior scientists in the panel , they ask you

to give 3-4 favorite subjects I said machines as my 1st 

 starting subject thanks to Thapar sir I was good in this .

Their first question was ‘How transformer works?’ And

went on increasing the level , the panel members treat

you very well and they try to extract best out of you ,

unlike PSU here only technical are asked . They don ’t

expect you to know everything just how you understand

things , that ’s why they ask from your strong sections

only but they twist things a lot after a while . They are

very fond of graphs and they ask absolutely new graphs

for all branches .

Q4. How was your interview experience? Insights on
the questions asked.

Q5. What according to you is the difficulty level of
BARC EE? Tips for anyone aspiring to crack it.

Q6. As a general perception GATE is a numerical
based exam while interview of BARC focuses more
on practical applications so how exactly did you
prepare for it.

CONT'D.
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In the last days of preparation , you can read

theory questions given in good book . 

One more important thing- 

learn how to draw graphs for 

variations of different parameters .

Training is the best part of your job career

in BARC . It is a 1 year training course ; you

make a lot of friends for life here . It ’s a

complete hostel life with plenty of time for

you .  They teach around 30 subjects , you

have to give exams of all these subjects and

score 50 % at least which is not difficult .

Training gives you an overview of all the

nuclear fields in India , like nuclear physics ,

isotopes , particle accelerators , isotope

medicine , nuclear plants for power

generations , and future reactor models .

There is also one minor project in the last

45 days of training . So altogether it ’s a life-

changing and marvelous experience .

The first thing is when you clear the BARC

exam you get a chance to join one among

many units of DAE like BARC , NPCIL ,

RRCAT , VECC , UCIL , NFC , HWB , AERB etc .

     BARC is one of the oldest and most well   

established research centers in

India , very exclusive in nuclear

research , particle accelerators ,

nuclear applications in medicine . 

 The selection procedure is solely

based on interviews which make

BARC very unique .

BARC is completely a central government

body unlike PSU , so job security Is better ,

you get a Gazetted Group A officer post

highest entry level post in GOI Appointed

by president of India .

BARC didn ’t ask me about projects

but all PSUs and IITs ask so do well in

projects . If it ’s too late for that , at least

prepare a good understanding about it

before the interview .

In the BARC interview , they don ’t ask any

numerical so no need to remember any

formulas . They also didn ’t ask any kind of

practical questions to me ; they just ask

concepts and see how you understand

things . If you are a good teacher you will be

good in interview . It is not possible to

prepare separately for interview so

whenever you study , study it in a way you

can explain it well . 
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It varies with the posting you get , but

except for plants and projects posting , it ’s a

quiet peaceful 5 day a week job . You never

have a hectic schedule and work pressure

won ’t be very much . You get  the  company 

of highly intellectual well-mannered

people . There is no public dealing , no

transfers , but many people get postings in

remote locations .

Q7. What is the role of your
major and minor projects in
technical interviews?

Q8. How is the work life at BARC?

Q9. Why should one go for BARC over
other technical organizations?

Q10. What do they teach you during your
training duration?
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An electrical load is a component or a combinaton of electrical components

that consumes electrical energy . Electrical loads can be classified according

to their nature as Resistive , Capacitive , Inductive and combinations of these .

2

3
If 1 Coulomb of charge (6 .24 × 10  electrons) passes through a given cross-

sectional area in 1 second then it is said to constitute a current of 1 Ampere .

4

You complete me!

Resistance is the capacity of materials to oppose the flow of current . The unit

of resistance is ohms . If 1 Volt potential difference is applied across any two

terminals of a conductor , results in flow of 1 ampere of current then the

resistance offered by the conductor is said to be 1 ohm .

The voltage or potential difference between two points (a and b) in an

electrical field is defined as amount of work needed to move a unit (positive)

charge from one point (b) the other point (a). 

The unit of potential difference is Volts . The potential difference between the

two points is said to be one volt when work of 1Joule is required to move a

charge of 1 coulomb between these two points .

VOLUME 1 • ISSUE 2 • APRIL 2021 PAGE | 09
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Simulation is a tool to mirror a real-life process so it can be

studied how the system works . By changing parameters in the

simulation , predictions can be made about the behavior of the

system . But for what reason do we require a virtually simulated

model when we can make a real-world model? To mitigate

design risk and many other factors , it is often preferable to

simulate a model virtually so its behavior can be anticipated

without building it in the reality

In Electrical Engineering , we often

come     across        simulation-based

                         software like MATLAB

                  (Simulink), Pspice , PSCAD ,

                     ETAP etc . We as a whole

                       know about MATLAB , a

             frequently used software . But

             due to the lack of processing

             abilities of a CPU , the system

            often overlooks key outcomes

            that could be vital . A software

             like MATLAB can not interact

         with hardware , its response is

slow and can not imitate a real-world

process in real-time .

ABHISHEK MEWADE | 3    YEAR STUDENT | 5-MINUTE READRD
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The world runs in a wall clock framework , back and forth

exchange of signals is not feasible in such simulation . To

overcome these impediments and to provide an interface

between the real and the virtual world we need hardware known

as a simulator which provides an additional boost to the system

to process a simulation in real-time and also caters to real time

interaction between both worlds .

TEQIP III RGPV is now equipped with OPAL-RT FC/FPGA-

based real-time simulator . OPAL RT Technology where RT

stands for real-time develops realtime simulators . This

simulator uses a third party software such as MATLAB to

construct a model inside the host computer from where it

fetches C codes of that model and runs it inside different

cores of the simulator . The model present in the TEQIP III lab

is a 4 core simulator , it works on LINUX operating system and

has a clock  frequency  of  3 .2  GHz ,  usually  the  host  system
CONT'D.
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In the present time , the applications of

simulation can be found ubiquitously in

wide-ranging fields like military , health

care , engineering , project management ,

transportation and traffic , manufacturing ,

video games and so on . Simulation has the

ability to engage its user so it is making

learning more interactive . 

The advancements in this field are very

evident as Moore 's law suggests that the

number of transistors on a solitary chip

doubles every two years , hence the

computational abilities of simulators are

increasing day by day and these simulators

are getting more close to achieving the

exact realtime results .
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works on a different clock frequency 

so asynchronous communication is 

done , it is facilitated by a block 

called OP-COM which provides 

handshaking between two 

subsystems . The simulator can 

implement various real-time 

system configurations such as : 

The plant controller is implemented 

using a real-time simulator 

and is connected to a physical plant . 

RCP mainly focuses on control 

system development .

RAPID CONTROL PROTOTYPE (RCP)

The plant is simulated and the controller is

present physically . A plant is emulated and

it interacts with the real-world controller .

This simulation is often employed for

training purposes like an aircraft fight

simulation or testing of a Power System . 

HARDWARE IN LOOP (HIL)

It is also known as Pure Simulation , both

controllers as well as plants can be

simulated in real-time in the same

simulator . Since both plant and the

controller are simulated so timing with the

outside world is not critical .

SOFTWARE IN LOOP (SIL)

Rapid Control 
Prototyping Hardware-in-the-loop

ControllerController

I/O I/OI/O

plant plant plant

Pure Simulation
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Q1.   As we know that journey
of thousand miles begins
with a single thought so
please tell  us when you first
thought about this dream
and started preparing for it?

-As I am from a family with a

defence background so it was

in my blood but I sincerely

started preparing for it in my

first year of B .Tech and

appeared for AFCAT in my final

year .

Q3. Now please share with us what are important
AFCAT written exam related details l ike paper
pattern,  syllabus briefly?

-This is very important for aspirants who are going to appear

for this exam so I will answer it delightfully.

The AFCAT Question Paper will have 100 questions. The total

time allotted for the paper is two hours. The marking

scheme is +3,-1. Each Question Paper will have questions

from the following topics: (a) English Comprehension-Error

Detection, Sentence Completion/Filling in of correct word,

Synonyms, Antonyms and Testing of Vocabulary, Idioms and

Phrases. (b) General Awareness- History, Geography, Civics,

Politics, Current Affairs, Environment, Basic Science, Defence,

Art, Culture, Sports, etc. (c) Numerical Ability -Decimal

Fraction, Time & Work, Average, Profit & Loss Percentage,

Ratio & Proportion, and Simple Interest, Time & Distance

(Trains/Boats & Streams). (d)Reasoning and Military Aptitude

Test- Verbal Skills and Spatial Ability.

Q4. Now let us take our readers onboard and visit
Varanasi for your SSB interview experience.  So
please tell  us after successfully clearing the
written exam of AFCAT and getting called for SSB
at the Air force selection board North which all
testing process you undergo briefly?

Reporting: I reported sharply at 6 am at selection board

along with 250 other candidates. My documents were

verified and were briefed about further testing by the

staff.

Stage-1 Testing(also referred as screening test) : on
the same day of  reporting  at  7  am,

-As SSB is a 5 days testing process so my ssb was scheduled

from 24th February -29th February 2020. The various stages I

underwent during this time were as follows:

Q2.  Now I  would like to
draw the attention of every
defence aspirant to our
interview, please tell  us
about what all  exams are
there which recruit for all
the 3 armed forces?

·CDSE(Combined Defence
Services Examination )
·AFCAT(Air Force Common
Admission Test)
·INET(Indian Navy Entrance
Test)
·NCC special entry
·Technical graduate
course(TGC)
·University entry scheme
(UES)
·SSC(Short Service
Commission)

Though there are various sources
available to answer this question
but I will name few prominent
ones,

CDSE, AFCAT and NCC are
entries where tech and non –
tech both can apply while in rest
only tech can apply.

Who doesn 't want a high paid job after graduation? But if you get

a job with immense respect and pride , what will be your reaction?

It would be like icing on the cake , right? So here we brought to

you an exclusive interview of our esteemed alumnus of 2020

batch ANKIT PATEL (Flying officer in Indian Air force) who not

only cracked the AFCAT exam in the first attempt but also cleared

one of the toughest and explicit interviews of SSB  at AFSB 4 . 
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Stage-2 Testing: after stage 1 results, out of 250 we

were 50 left to undergo stage 2 testing from the next

day. It consists,

we had our first test better known as OIR (Officers

Intelligence Rating) test, in which we're asked to answer

questions related to verbal and nonverbal reasoning in

MCQ format and the time allotted was nearly 30 mins for

each part. Our second test was PPDT(Picture Perception &

Description Test).In this we were shown a picture for 30

secs, later we have to write a story based on that picture

in 3 mins, after that, we were divided into subgroups of 14-

15 members, firstly each candidate narrated their stories

then there was a GD to reach at common story. And at

last a person was nominated by the group who narrates

the common story. After both tests are completed a

combined result of both tests is generated according to

overall performance in both tests. Result decides if person

has passed screening test or not.

1. Psychological Test: it includes spiral of many test like

Thematic Apperception Test [TAT], Word Association Test

[WAT], Situation Reaction Test [SRT],Self Description Test

[SD]. These all are conducted to check psychology of

candidate and I answered them by being myself and

truthful in every sense.

2.Personal interview: on 2nd day itself after giving psych

test I was called for interview in a separate room where

interviwing officer was sitting. It went for around 45-50

minutes, in which question were posed from personal life,

current affairs and defence, academics etc. The only thing

I focused was to keep myself positive and answer with

confidence.

3.GTO: on the 3rd and 4th day we buckle up for outdoor

tasks such as GD, GPE, PGT, HGT, IoT, GOR and CT. In all

these tasks our team spirit is judged along with our

physical fitness. I just kept myself calm and completed

them with my full potential.

4.Conference: on the 5th or last day of SSB I got a

chance to be confronted with all election board officers in

their uniforms with their ranks listed in front of them. It

went for around 2-3mins and general questions like how

was your stay or what did you learn from here were asked.

I answered them confidently and genuinely.

At last, results were announced and out of 50 we 5 were

instructed to wait for medical and further documentation.

Q5. As of now you have become a
class 1  officer and we are
immensely proud of that,  so are
there any specific qualities
required in armed forces which
they search in a candidate?

-As other corporate jobs ask for

respective skills in accordance with the

job you have applied for it also requires

certain so called Officer Like Qualities.

The 15 OLQ's are as follows

Effective Intelligence, Reasoning

Ability, Power of Expression, Self

Confidence, Determination, Organizing

Ability, Initiative, Courage, Cooperation,

Sense of Responsibility, Stamina, Group

Influencing Ability, Liveliness, Social

Adaptability, Speed of Decision.

It's not compulsory to possess all the

listed qualities but armed forces look

for a balanced personality.
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Q6. As it  is  rightly said,  "Ambition
is the path to success.  Persistence
is the vehicle you arrive in." . In
every sense,  your journey
validates this.  At last,  what are
words of inspiration to your
juniors from your side?

-In the end, I just want to say that

never underestimate yourself and what

all happened till now it's ok but if you

really want to achieve something great

in life be truthful to yourself, get

serious and show dedication towards

your goal.

INTERVIEWED BY: ANUPRIYA SHUKLA



"I PLAY

TO WIN"

From inquisitive minds to sports fanatics, this section highlights
the accomplishments of our students.

BADMINTON ENTHUSIAST MOHD SADIQUE SHARES HIS EXPERIENCE PLAYING NATIONALS UNDER-17.

Q. CAN YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF? 

I am Mohd Sadique . I love to play games on the ground more

than on mobile as is the case with kids these days , I used to

play a lot of PC games and I used to dream about being a

player either an e-sports player or an athlete , and I was

confused between them but when I started playing

badminton , I gained clarity . I have always had a dream to

have a collection of my jerseys . I have played Nationals under

17 for KV and won 3 open tournaments and 2 doubles

tournaments organized by Railway , among other matches .

Q. TELL US ABOUT YOUR JOURNEY.

It is not easy to balance out both studying and playing

because in badminton you need to train hard daily to improve

your strength as well as your weaknesses otherwise you are

allowing others to take a lead by an inch and same as in

studying . I have tried my level best to manage both .

Q. WHAT BADMINTON RACKET ARE YOU CURRENTLY USING?

Basically , it depends on the game . If I am playing doubles and

my partner is an attacking player then I use to play with

Carbonex 1800 plus and when I have to be the attacking one I

use Lining CL-303 . In single , I used to play with a 75-80grams

racket because it helps me to make a smash even more

powerful .

Q. WOULD YOU CHOOSE BADMINTON AS A CAREER IF GIVEN
AN OPPORTUNITY?

Definitely yes , because representing your country on a global

level gives me goosebumps and you are among the ones

chosen to fulfill your dreams . You can make a change in

society where people can choose sports as a career which as a

general opinion , is looked down upon .

Q. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A BEGINNER?

If you really want to do something in sports then try to give

your best shot at every moment because a player sees more

ups and downs in day-to-day life rather than others . If you try

to copy others then you lose your uniqueness you can learn

from others but copying others is not worth it .

Q. WHEN DID YOU START
PLAYING BADMINTON
AND WHAT MADE YOU
GROW AN INTEREST IN
THE SPORT?

When I was in fifth

standard I went for the

under 14 trials for fun and

at that moment I was

clear that this game is

going to give me what I

want in life and after this I

had started playing

professionally . In

badminton you need

calmness , you need more

patience because one

wrong shot pull over all

efforts into nothing .

MOHD SADIQUE
2      YEAR STUDENTND

A DEPARTMENTAL
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I developed chess basics at

the early childhood ,

playing with friends and

family members but began

to play it at an institutional

level only at the college

nodals and open

tournaments at Unicorn

Chess Academy. It should

be opted by students as its

a hobby which not only

keeps us engaged away

from distractions but also

plays a part in

psychological

development. Real life

principles that a game of

chess teaches a person are

cooperation and sacrifice.
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Pictured: Harsh Singh,
Kartik Vishwakarma and
Anurag Tripathi (from top
to bottom).
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H A R S H  S I N G H
W I N N E R - C H E C K M A T E

From rudimentary discoveries to out-of-this-world
inventions, this issue celebrates the innovators and their
relentless need to question the way things work. 

The games were played via the Chess .com

website/application and were open for all , irrespective of

their ratings . Divided in a totality of 5 , all the rounds were

Knockout rounds , and participants were made to play 10|0

Rapid-play games .

CONT'D.

VIRTUAL CHESS TOURNAMENT

Over 55 students registered to play in the tournament , out of

which 26 students (13 Rapid-play games) played in the 1st-

round . As tie-breakers , 5|0 Blitz games were played . In the

3rd-round , Kartik Vishwakarma (from the 6  semester)

surprised Aditya Chakravarti (from the 8  semester) on the

top board . Aman Bahare (from the 6   semester) outwitted

Vinayak Gupta (from the 2   semester) on the second board .

Anurag Tripathi (from the 8  semester) downed Harshit

Karade (from the 6   semester), while Harsh Singh (from the

8   semester) got the better of Lokesh Wasanker (from the 6    

semester).

th

th

th

th

th

thth

nd

          Virtual Rapid Chess Tournament named Checkmate !

        was organized on the 27   - 28   March 2021 weekend

aiming to encourage recreational , leisure , and sporting

activities allowing students to develop their physical , social ,

emotional , and moral capacities .

A th th



Unbeaten Harsh Singh reigned supreme in the Virtual

Rapid Chess Tournament organized by the Department

of Electrical Engineering . The nail-biting finale match

(15|0) was played between Harsh Singh and Kartik

Vishwakarma wherein black pieces belonged to Harsh

and white to Kartik . In the 5-round tourney , Harsh

dazzled till the  Final  round  to  emerge  champion  on

28  March 2021 , closely followed by Kartik Viswakarma

who secured the 1 runner-up position , and finally ,

Anurag Tripathi who secured the 2   runner-up position .

Lokesh Wasanker , Ira Dwivedi , and Abhishek Mewade

(all from the 6   semester) were the namesake Arbiters

for the day and were responsible for ensuring the rules

and laws of chess are adhered to .

The participants were so competitive that not a single

resignation was witnessed and that , all matches ended

with a checkmate . The tournament was a much-

anticipated championship , as it was organized with a

view of developing a composite chess culture in the

Department . The tournament was concluded with an

extraordinary spirit , well exhibited by the students who

joined in to witness the game streamed LIVE on the

department 's YouTube Channel .

Our department has applied

for NBA Accreditation which

follows Outcome based

Education(OBE). OBE

ensures clarity of

expectations, flexibility in

teaching methodology, a

comparison amongst

institutions and involvement

of stakeholders.
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VIRTUAL
CHESS

TOURNAMENT

“Chess is the
gymnasium of the
mind.” – Blaise
Pascal

th

nd
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Here's what the students have to say about the Virtual
Chess Tournament that spanned all semesters and was

hosted during the last weekend of March!

A DEPARTMENTAL
MAGAZINEअनुनाद 
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MADHVI DWIVEDI

PIYUSH PATEL

"Departmental chess competition

was conducted two weeks ago in

which many young aspirants of

Electrical branch had taken part .

The Chess competition was well

planned and was monitored

perfectly to avoid any kind of

cheating . It was conducted on the

chess .com platform . It was a 2 day

competition based on a knockout

Chess game with 10 min knockout

timing . Here , I enjoyed playing chess

as I love it . The department can also

conduct Quiz competitions based on

iQ , GK , etc . Proper management

should be done to avoid clashing of

competition with other

competitions of the same college ."

"It was really good to be a part
of the chess tournament .
When everyone is feeling
depressed or bad due to Covid
19 , it 's good to organize such
events . Playing in this event
developed my interest in
chess . I wish that tournaments
like this will take place in the
future also ."

"Chess competition was one of the
enthusiastic competitions made to
play virtually by our department
and for students ’ mind diversion
from the present scenario of Covid
as college is also not open
currently . It is a really good co-
curricular activity and provides
mental strength . I thank our
department and our seniors for the
really great competition . In my
opinion events like online virtual
games like PUBG , chess , virtual
truth and dare can be organized ." 

"A departmental chess competition

was organized two weeks ago in

which I also took part . In the

knockout round , I lost the game .

But it was an excellent experience

in the game while having a tough

competition from my opponent .

The department tries to make the

student get involved in the

competition . I would try my best to

participate in the upcoming

department competitions ." 

UTKARSH DUBEY

1ST YEAR

VINAYAK DUBEY

1ST YEAR

1ST YEAR

1ST YEAR

CURATORS: MUSKAN CHOUHAN & GAURAV PAWAR



     lumni Meet 2021 was organized on 6   March 2021 by the

Department of Electrical  Engineering , UIT , RGPV , Bhopal .

Eminent institutes are built and nurtured by their alumni .

Likewise , UIT , RGPV is and will always be a reflection of the

milestones its alumni achieve in their professional and

personal life . 

RGPV ’s Hon ’ble Vice-Chancellor Prof . Sunil Kumar sir , Director  

Prof . Sudhir S . Bhadauria sir , Head of Department & Dean

Academics-UIT RGPV Prof . Vinay Thapar sir , and Senior Prof .

S . C . Choube sir were prominently present on the occasion . 

The meet was honored by the presence of the dignitaries viz .

Prof . SC Choube sir who accredited the Alumni as the main

'stake holders '  of the Electrical & Electronics Dept . He

suggested that the Alumni can bridge the gap between

theoretical knowledge and onsite practices by sharing their

valuable experiences . 

Prof . SS Bhadauria sir , Director UIT RGPV , proposed a more

efficient academic framework , envisaging a balance between

practical aided knowledge , professional ethics and field

practices .

Hon 'ble Vice-Chancellor Prof . Sunil Kumar sir demonstrated

the duties of the Alumni viz , developing a social network for

job aspirants , acting as students '  mentors , enrolling under

'Expert Alumni '  for the institution and thus delivering online

lectures for academic aid and also by being a part of the

Board of Academics and thus could help in evolving the

syllabi .

He also talked about his

desire to strengthen the

Academic structure of

core branches by

envisioning a system

which includes Data

Analytics and Artificial

Intelligence etc as its

basic tools .

During the welcome

address , HOD Prof .

Vinay Thapar sir

accorded a warm

welcome to the

dignitaries , faculty and

alumni and expressed

his gratitude to all who

registered their

presence in the meet .

He recalled the

hardships and struggles

the faculties members

faced before the

Department of

Electrical & Electronics

Engineering came into

being in 2002 . 
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   oreover , Prof . Vinay Thapar sir

appreciated the leadership and the

contributions of the faculties and alumni

due to which UIT stands tall amongst other

colleges .

The Alumni Meet was a unique initiative to

bring together the illustrious minds of the

department to discuss strategies ,

suggestions and recommendations for the

amelioration of the department and its

curriculum . It was an afternoon full of

nostalgia as the alumni reminisced about

their days in the campus . 

The event proved to be extremely fruitful in

strengthening the bond between the

alumni and their alma mater , giving the

current students of the institute a chance

to develop positive synergies and grow

together in this process . The virtual

homecoming-of-sort was attended by

imminent alumni holding established

positions in reputed

companies/institutions .

Starting from Kishor Kumar Vishwakarma

from a batch of 2006 , joined by Mayank

Sinha and Naved Aslam from 2007 batch

and Dr . Aashish Kumar Bohre , Saurabh Jain

and Ankit Roy from the class of 2009 . From

2011 batch , Rachit Harne and Abhaya Nand

Yadav  attended the meet .  Poorva  Sharma

and Ajeet Ojha from 2012 batch were

among the attendees . Yash Shandilya

(batch 2014), Preeti Pateriya (batch 2015)

also attended the event . From the 2016

batch , Digvijay Singh , Soumya Gupta , Sana

Khan and Chandrajeet Singh were present

in the alumni meet .

Piyush Agnihotri and Rahul Kumar Shah

were in attendance from the 2017 batch .

From the 2018 batch , Bhagyesh Panchal ,

Rishabh Dubey , Vineet Sharma , Jeetendra

Patel , Kartik Jain and Harshal Garg were

among the attendees . From the 2019 batch ,

Saksham Jain was in attendance along with

Mayank Chaturvedi and Sharad Soni from

the most recent , 2020 batch .

 The Alumni members gave numerous

useful advice and suggestions .

Many members of the alumni-network

believed that such meets will not only

translate into meaningful changes but also

reshape the way we think of the field of

Electrical & Electronics Engineering . 

A Q/A session towards the end of the

seminar allowed present students to get

their queries answered . Over 110 alumni

registered to be a part of the meet .
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